
ZFV Inspects Applicators in Avon Make-up Compacts 
A staple of Avon’s product line is make-up compacts containing 
multiple colors of pressed powder and an applicator. For the 
“True Color Eyeshadow Quad” product line, their engineers 
have tried to automate the insertion of the applicator and verify 
its presence before the compact is closed and packed for 
shipping. Manual inspections for applicators were required until 
John Tomczak successfully solved their inspection problems 
with the ZFV sensor.  

Hard to Find the Applicator 
Two problems made it difficult to apply a machine vision 
solution:  There applicator’s position could be 1) present in its 
well, 2) present but not within its well, or 3) be missing.  From 
one piece to the next, the applicator could appear anywhere within the entire compact area. The 
second problem was one of contrast:  finding the blue and black applicator in a blue compact. 

ZFV Sensor Offers a Unique Solution 
Avon tested and eliminated competitor Cognex’s Checker vision sensor because their pattern 
matching capability failed to consistently detect the applicator. Tomczak showed that the ZFV’s 
“Area” function (a pixel counter) reliably detected the applicator. No other low-cost vision products 
offer this capability.  

Proof of Ease-of-Use and Training Seal the Deal 
Avon’s technicians and engineer had to prove to management that the ZFV would do the job and be 
easy enough to use across all work shifts. Tomczak wrote up the specific operating instructions to 
solve the applicator inspection problems and Avon tested the product on their line for one week. 
After the successful test and purchase, Tomczak arranged for hands-on ZFV training with all the 
technicians involved, including engineers from other parts of the plant.  
 
This was the first use of Omron controls in this plant. Other potential applications at Avon include 
label, character and cap inspections. This opportunity came about when Tomczak followed up a 
Pack Expo lead from Avon and that contact referred him to this application in another department. 


